The Itanium processor, an implementation of an Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing (EPIC) architecture, is an in-order processor that fetches, executes, and forwards results to functional units inorder. The architecture relies heavily on the compiler to expose Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) to avoid stalls created by in-order processing.
Introduction
The Itanium processor, the first implementation of the IA64 Instruction Set Architecture, relies on the compiler to control the scheduling of instructions through the processor, which reduces the complexity and increases the scalability of the processor. In-order processing has severe IPC performance limits due to the inability to allow execution to continue past an instruction with an outstanding register use, where the register is being produced by a long latency instruction currently executing. In this situation the whole frontend of the processor stalls and it cannot issue any more instructions until the oldest instruction in the issue window has both of its operands ready. Out-of-order processors have the capability to allow execution to continue, but at the cost of increased hardware complexity.
This paper describes our work in examining how to adapt the Itanium processor model to overcome the limitations caused by unpredictable load latencies as well as long latency instructions that the compiler could not hide. Our goal is to examine moving towards an out-of-order processor without adding a large amount of additional complexity. Rau [8] suggested the idea of small-scale reordering on VLIW processors to support object code compatibility across a family of processors. We describe a method that makes use of features that currently exist in the Itanium model.
In the Itanium, each cycle can have up to 6 instructions scheduled to proceed down through the pipeline and begin executing together. If there is an outstanding dependency for a member of the scheduled group, 1 2 PENDING FUNCTIONAL UNITS 2 then all of the instructions in that group stall at the functional units and wait there until all instructions in that scheduled group can start to execute at the same time. To facilitate this, the Itanium already has functional units that have bypassing logic to allow the values being produced to be directly consumed in the next cycle by another functional unit.
In this paper, we examine Pending Functional Units (PFU) that expose a small window of instructions (those that have been allocated function units) to be executed out-of-order. The PFU model implements a simple in-order instruction scheduler. Instructions in this new architecture are issued exactly the same as in a traditional in-order VLIW architecture (instructions cannot issue if there are WAW dependencies). In this paper we examine three PFU models. Each model increases the complexity of the processor, but also increases the amount of ILP exposed. All of these form their scheduled group of instructions in-order, and the only instruction window that is exposed for out-of-order execution are the instructions pending at the functional units.
Pending Functional Units
In this section we describe the baseline in-order processor modeled, along with the different variations of the PFU architecture.
Baseline In-Order EPIC Processor
We model the Itanium processor as described in [9] . The IA64 ISA instructions are bundled into groups of three by the compiler. A template included with the bundle is used to describe to the hardware the combination of functional units required to execute the operations in the bundle. The template will also provide information on the location of the stop bits in the bundle. Like Itanium, our baseline in-order EPIC processor has up to two bundles directed or dispersed [2] to the functional units in the EXP stage, subject to independence and resource constraints. All instructions dispersed are guaranteed to be independent of each other. We use the bundles and the stop bits to determine this independence. We call this in-order group of instructions sent to the functional units together a scheduled group of instructions. If any of the instructions in the scheduled group must stall because a data dependence on an instruction outside of this group is not yet satisfied, the rest of the instructions in the scheduled group will stall in the functional units as well.
Limited Out-Of-Order Execution Provided by Pending Functional Units
The goal of this research is to examine, in increasing complexity, the changes needed to allow the Itanium processor to execute out-of-order, for the purpose of overcoming memory and long latency functional unit delays. We provide this capability by turning the functional units of the Itanium processor into Pending Functional Units. These are similar to reservation stations [12] , but are simpler in that no scheduling needs to be performed when the operands are ready, because the instruction already owns the functional unit it will use to execute. We limit our architecture to 9 functional units in this paper, since we model the PFU architecture after the Itanium processor.
In providing the PFU limited out-of-order model, we need to address how we are going to deal with the following three areas:
1. Register Mapping. The Itanium processor provides register renaming for rotating registers and the stack engine, but not for the remaining registers. We examine two models for dealing with registers for the PFU architecture. The first approach does not rename any registers, and instead the scheduler makes sure there are no WAW dependencies before an instruction can be issued in-order to a functional unit. Note, that WAR dependencies do not stall the issuing of instructions, since operands are read in-order from the register file and there can be only one outstanding write of a given register at a time.
The second approach we examine allows multiple outstanding writes to begin executing at the same time by using traditional out-of-order hardware renaming.
2. Scheduling. When forming a schedule for the baseline Itanium processor, the dispersal stage does not need to take into consideration what has been scheduled before it in terms of resource constraints. In this model, the whole scheduled group goes to the functional units and they either all stall together, or all start executing together. For the PFU architecture, the formation of the scheduled group of instructions needs to now take into consideration functional unit resource constraints, since the functional unit may have a pending instruction at it. The scheduling of instructions (assigning them to functional units) is still performed in-order. To model the additional complexity, we add an additional scheduling pipeline stage (described in more detail below) to the PFU architecture. It is used to form the scheduled groups taking into consideration these constraints. Flush replay is used when the schedule is incorrect.
3. Speculative State. The Itanium processor can have instructions complete execution out-of-order. To deal with speculative state, the Itanium processor does not forward/bypass its result values until they are non-speculative. For our PFU architecture we examine two techniques for dealing with speculative state. The first approach is similar to the Itanium processor, where we do not forward the values until they are known to be non-speculative. The second approach examines using speculative register state (as in a traditional out-of-order processor), and updating the non-speculative state at commit. This allows bypassing speculative state at the earliest possible moment -as soon as an instruction completes execution.
Instruction Scheduling
As stated above, for the Itanium processor, the formation of the scheduled group of instructions occurred without caring about the state of the functional units. Therefore, all of the functional units are either stalled or available for execution in the next cycle. This simplifies the formation of execution groups in the dispersal pipeline stage of Itanium.
In our PFU architecture we add an additional pipeline stage to model the scheduling complexity of dealing with pending functional units. The scheduler we use includes instructions in-order into a scheduled group and stops when any of the three conditions occur:
An instruction with an unresolved WAW dependency is encountered.
There will be no free functional unit N cycles into the future (N is 2 for the architecture we model) for the next instruction to be included into the group.
The scheduled group size already includes 6 instructions, which is the maximum size of a scheduled group.
The second rule above is accomplished by keeping track of when each functional unit will be free for execution. This is the same as keeping track, for each instruction pending at a functional unit, when the operands for that instruction will be ready to execute. All functional units are pipelined, so the only time a functional unit will not be free is if the instruction currently pending at the functional unit has an unresolved dependency. The only dependencies that are non-deterministic are load's, which result in cache misses. The schedule is formed assuming that each load will hit in the cache. When the schedule is wrong a replay needs to occur to form a legal scheduled group of instructions. The Alpha 21264 processor uses Flush Replay [5] (also referred to as squash replay) for schedule recovery. If one of the instructions in the scheduled group of instructions cannot be assigned because a functional unit is occupied, up to X groups of instructions scheduled directly after this scheduled group are flushed, and a new schedule is issued. The X cycle penalty is determined by the number of cycles between formation of the schedule and the execution stage. In this paper we assume that the penalty is two cycles.
Managing Speculative State
The out-of-order completion of instructions creates result values that are speculative and they may or may not be used depending upon the outcome of a prior unresolved branch.
The baseline EPIC processor we model does not forward its result values until they are non-speculative. Therefore, its pipeline up through the start of execution does not have to deal with speculative result values.
In the PFU architecture we examine two methods of dealing with speculative result values:
Non-Speculative -The first approach is similar to the Itanium processor, where we do not forward the values until they are known to be non-speculative.
Speculative -The second approach forwards the values in writeback right after the instruction finishes execution. This means that the register state dealt with in the earlier part of the pipeline is considered speculative register state (as in a traditional out-of-order processor), and the non-speculative register state is updated at commit. Note, multiple definitions are not an issue with speculative bypassing, since WAW dependencies must be resolved prior to an instruction entering a functional unit.
Summary of PFU Configurations Examined
The above variations are examined in 3 PFU configurations, which we summarize below:
PFU -The base PFU configuration adds one stage to the pipeline for in-order scheduling as described earlier, and flush replay occurs when a functional unit predicted to be idle in the schedule has a pending instruction at it. It uses PFUs with no renaming, following the example of Thorton's simplification [11] of Tomasulo's early out-of-order execution design [12] . This configuration only forwards results and updates register state when they are known to be non-speculative.
PFU Spec -Builds on PFU allowing bypassing of values as soon as they finish execution. The processor therefore needs to support speculative and non-speculative register state.
PFU Spec Rename -Builds on PFU Spec adding traditional hardware renaming for predicates and computation registers. This eliminates having to stop forming scheduled group of instructions because of a WAW dependency.
Methodology
We created an EPIC simulator by modifying SimpleScalar [4] . It performs its simulation using IA64 traces. We extended the baseline SimpleScalar to model the Itanium stages and to simulate the IA64 ISA. Our extension focused on 5 areas. First, we added the ability to execute in-order and include the detection and enforcement of false WAW dependencies. Second, the simulator had to be extended to support predicated execution. One of the most significant changes in this area was the need to include the possibility of multiple definitions for the use of a register due to the fact that the same register could be defined along multiple paths that are joined into one through if-conversion. The IA64 supports software pipelining, so we implemented the functionality of rotating registers along with specialized instructions that implicitly re-define predicate registers. Another important feature of the IA64 ISA is its support for control and data speculation. To support this feature, we modeled the implementation of the ALAT, with its related operations and penalties. Finally, we added the ability to detect bundles and stop bits and appropriately issue instructions using this information.
Our traces are generated on IA64 machines running Linux through the ptrace system interface [6] . This allows a parent program to single-step a spawned child. Each trace is built using the ref data set, and includes 300 million instructions collected well after the initialization phase of the execution has finished. Table 1 shows the end of the initialization phase and the beginning of the trace in millions of instructions. The end of the initialization phase was determined using the Basic Block Distribution Analysis tool [10] .
For each instruction in the trace range, we record the information necessary to simulate the machine state. For all instructions, we record in the trace file the instruction pointer, the current frame marker [1] and the predicate registers. In addition, we record the effective-address for memory operations and the previous function state for return. IA64SimpleScalar then reads in the trace file to simulate the program's execution. IA64SimpleScalar decodes the traces using an IA64 opcode library containing a record for each IA64 instruction, and a library that interprets each instruction including templates and stop bits. This was built from the GNU opcode library that contains opcode masks to match the instruction, operand descriptions, mnemonic, and type classification. We enhanced this by adding a unique instruction identifier, quantity of register writers, and target Itanium functional units.
In this paper we used a number of SpecInt2000 and SpecInt95 benchmarks, four of which were compiled using the Intel IA64 electron compiler (go, ijpeg, mcf, bzip2), and two were compiled using the SGI IA64 compiler (li,perl). We used the "-O2" compilation option with static profile information. This level of optimization enables inline expansion of library functions, but confines optimizations to the procedural level. It produces a set of instructions in which an average of 24% found in the trace were predicated, with an average of 4.3% predicated for reasons other than branch implementation and software pipelining. This can arise due to if-conversion, or predicate definitions for use in floating point approximation. Table 2 shows the parameters we used for the simulated microarchitecture, which were modeled after the Itanium.
Results
This section presents results for adding PFUs to an EPIC in-order processor, and then compares the performance of this architecture to a traditional out-of-order processor. Figure 1 shows the performance benefit of allowing the in-order EPIC processor to execute out-of-order using Pending Functional Units. It shows IPC results for the baseline EPIC processor, the various PFU configurations, and a full out-of-order processor with issue buffer sizes of 9 and 64. The improvement for using the minimal PFU architecture over the baseline EPIC processor ranged from 1% (go) to 27% (bzip2). The average improvement of the PFU model over the EPIC model was 18%. The low IPC and limited improvement seen for go can be attributed to poor cache and branch prediction performance as shown in Table 3 . This table describes, for each benchmark, information about cache and branch predictor activity for the baseline EPIC configuration. In particular, the second column describes the number of load misses that occurred in the L1 data cache per 1000 executed instructions. The third column is the number of instructions that missed in the L1 instruction cache per 1000 executed instructions. The next two columns refer to the L2 and L3 caches, which are unified. The last column provides the branch prediction hit rate produced by the number of hits divided by the number of updates to the predictor. The predictor is updated for every non-speculative branch executed. As can be seen from this table, the branch prediction accuracy for go was significantly lower than that of the other benchmarks at 69%. In addition, go also had a high L1 instruction cache miss rate, where there were 48 misses for every 1000 executed Table 3 : Presents misses per 1K instructions in the various caches. Levels 2 and 3 are unified caches. The last column shows the branch prediction accuracy.
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instructions. The second configuration considered is PFU Spec. This approach adds an additional 2% improvement, bringing the average improvement in IPC over the EPIC model up to 20%. The largest additional improvement achieved using speculative state is seen in the li benchmark, at 6%.
For the final PFU configuration, we added full register renaming to the model just described. On average, renaming improved the performance of the previous model by 10% as compared to the baseline EPIC, bringing the total average improvement to 30%. Li saw the biggest improvement over EPIC with a gain in IPC of 56%. In this case, the IPC produced by go was actually lower than the baseline EPIC processor. This is due to the additional pipeline stages, which we modeled in the PFU architecture, resulting in increased penalties related to branch mis-predictions. Hence, the poor prediction accuracy recorded by go translated into reduced IPC.
Comparing to a Complete Out-of-Order Processor
We now compare the PFU architecture to an out-of-order IA64 processor. The out-of-order processor we model has three major architectural changes over the baseline in-order EPIC architecture:
1. Out of Order instruction scheduler, selecting instructions from a window of 9 or 64 instructions to feed the functional units. Instead of using Flush Replay, modern out-of-order processors use Selective Replay to avoid large penalties for forming incorrect schedules often caused by load misses. The scheduler in the Pentium 4 [7] uses a replay mechanism to selectively re-issue only those instructions that are dependent on the mis-scheduled instruction. This adds more complexity in comparison to using flush replay as in the PFU architecture. We modeled flush replay for out-of-order execution, but the IPC results were the same or worse on average than the PFU architecture. Therefore, we only present out-of-order results in this paper for selective reply.
2. Register renaming to eliminate WAW dependencies 3. Out-of-order completion of execution, so speculative register state needs to be maintained (a reorder buffer or register pool).
An out-of-order pipeline architecture tries to make use of the available run-time information and schedules instructions dynamically. In an out-of-order environment, instructions effectively wait to execute in either an issue buffer, active list of instructions, or reservation stations. We use the notion of an issue buffer that is dynamically scheduled to supply instructions to all functional units. In this section, we examine 8 configurations of an out-of-order architecture issue buffer sizes of 9 and 64. We chose 9 in order to make a comparison to the PFU model with 9 pending functional units.
The main difference between PFU spec rename and the OOO architecture is that PFU spec rename forms its schedule in-order constrained by predicting if there is going to be a free functional unit for the next instruction to be included into the schedule. In comparison, the OOO architecture forms its schedule picking any instruction from the 9 or 64 oldest un-issued instructions that it predicts will have their operands ready by the time they reach the functional units.
Our out-of-order version of the EPIC pipeline varies from the traditional out-of-order architecture only as was required to support EPIC features such as predication and speculation. For example, in the renaming process, each definition of a register is given a unique name, and then that name is propagated to each use. However, predication allows for multiple possible reaching definitions. Consequently, this process must be extended to include knowledge of guarding predicates in conjunction with definitions. We implement out-of-order renaming as described in [13] . As in that study, we add 4 stages to the baseline EPIC pipeline, 2 for renaming, and 2 for scheduling, to model the additional complexity for out-of-order execution. Figure 1 , provides IPC results for the 2 different configurations that were evaluated for the out-of-order model. As mentioned, these varied by the size of the schedulable window of instructions. In the out-oforder architecture, up to six instructions can be scheduled/issued to potentially 9 functional units. The results show that an issue window of 64 instructions produces an additional speedup of 31% over the base PFU configuration. For bzip2, the baseline PFU architecture experienced half of the improvement seen by the full out-of-order model. Go is again an interesting case. The out-of-order models perform worse than all other configurations. This is attributed to the high penalties due to a deeper pipeline and poor branch prediction.
For several of the programs, the out-of-order model with an issue window of 9 performs only slightly worse than the out-of-order model with 64. For the benchmarks bzip2, go, li, and perl, the difference in IPC was under 3%. The average difference in IPC between the two out-of-order configurations was only 5%. For bzip2, ijpeg and perl, the baseline PFU architecture achieves half the performance improvement that is seen by the aggressive OOO model with a window of 9 instructions.
Conclusions
In-order processors are advantageous because of their simple and scalable processor pipeline design. Performance of the program is heavily dependent upon the compiler for scheduling, load speculation, and predication to expose ILP. Even with an aggressive compiler, the amount of ILP will still be constrained for many applications.
To address this problem we explored adding the ability to start executing instructions out-of-order to an in-order scheduled processor. We examined the Pending Functional Unit (PFU) architecture, where instructions are allocated to the functional units in order (as in the Itanium), but they can execute out-oforder as their operands become ready. Augmenting the EPIC in-order processor with PFUs provides an average 18% speedup over the EPIC in-order processor. The additional cost in complexity to achieve this speedup is the dynamic in-order scheduling of the functional units and the implementation of flush replay for when the schedule is incorrect.
When comparing the base PFU architecture to a full out-of-order processor, our results show that the PFU architecture yields 44% of the speedup, on average, of an out-of-order processor with an issue window of 9 instructions and renaming. The out-of-order processor with a window of 9 instructions achieved results within 5% of having a window of 64 instructions.
Executing instructions in a small out-of-order window is ideal for hiding L1 cache misses, and long latency functional unit delays. Another way to attack these stalls would be to increase the amount of prefetch-
